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This paper presents some experiences and findings of the NATO

RTO Task Group on Information Fusion in Asymmetric Operations.

It briefly describes the functional processing steps in military intel-

ligence presenting the underlying aspects of information processing

and fusion and revealing main challenges for automatic support

of the required functionalities. The extraction and structuring of

relevant information from unstructured text documents is shown

to be one of the fundamental steps where human operators need

assistance. As an example of the state of the art the interactive tools

PARANOID and CoALA are presented. They provide the basic in-

formation and knowledge structure for all subsequent information

processing like Link Analysis and Social Network Analysis. The use

and benefit of CoALA will be illustrated by results from a military

experiment. Finally, with respect to further research, open questions

and new approaches for the support of intelligence production are

discussed concerning automatic information structuring and dis-

covery as well as pattern and behaviour based threat assessment.

In relation to pattern based threat assessment a third tool, called

Impactorium that is developed for threat assessment in military as

well as in civilian environments, will be briefly described.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The conduct of intelligence is an essential task not

only in military command and control but also for

homeland security and disaster management. A most

accurate awareness of the actual situation, including an

assessment of the potential development and threats, is

essential prior to all decisions and own activities. An

intelligence cell needs the capability to collect, process,

and disseminate a wide variety of data and informa-

tion produced by the full spectrum of technical sensors,

human intelligence, i.e. intelligence gathered from hu-

mans via observations, interviews etc. (HUMINT), and

socio-political sources. There are a number of major

challenges for the conduct of intelligence: first, there

is a danger that the processing capability will be over-

taken by the sheer volume of information that is avail-

able in very large quantities and various formats. Sec-

ond and especially true for asymmetric threats, by its

nature the collected information and knowledge mainly

are unstructured, typically provided as text documents.

Therefore, as an inevitable precondition for being pro-

cessed automatically, relevant information aspects have

to be extracted and structured efficiently so that this

type of input can be readily and efficiently exploited

for all of its intelligence value without loss of rigor [6]

[29]. The urgent requirement for reasoning methods and

procedure which give automated support to the further

analysis and integration of structured semantic infor-

mation defines a further challenge. Shortcomings in the

ability to make deductions about missing and conflict-

ing information and the current inability to support au-

tomatic context based correlation and reasoning about

vast amounts of information are drawbacks to providing

a coherent overview of the unfolding events.

This paper, extending the concepts presented in [8],

describes some results and findings of a series of NATO

Research and Technology Organization (RTO) Task

Groups on Information Fusion of which the authors are

members. By revisiting the intelligence process with

particular attention paid to collation and analysis, the

requirements for automated support are exposed and

examples of existing solutions are presented.

1.1 Structure of the paper

Section 2 will explain the main steps of informa-

tion processing in intelligence and explains some of the

major challenges with respect to support and automa-

tion. A short description of heuristic human intelligence

processing is given and two main aspects for support

are presented. Section 3 then introduces two tool suites

for automatic Collation and Link Analysis which fo-

cus on the ideas for support presented in Section 2. Fi-

nally, some findings from a military trial testing on one

of the tools are presented discussing its benefit to the

military users. Section 4 and 5 discuss further aspects

of intelligence processing which are still unsolved with
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Fig. 1. Intelligence Cycle interfacing with OODA Loop

respect to automation, shortly referring to a third tool.

In Section 6 we conclude our findings.

2 THE INTELLIGENCE CONTEXT

Intelligence processing is an important part of Com-

mand and Control (C2) because a completely accurate

situational awareness of the situation is essential prior to

all decisions and successful activities. In order to fulfil

the requirements of all the various users in the mili-

tary area and to provide an appropriate picture of the

Area of Operations or Interest in the most timely and

reliable fashion, intelligence cells have to process and

evaluate all incoming information. A wide variety of in-

formation produced by the full spectrum of sensors and

human sources has to be collected, filtered, processed

and disseminated. The final goal for intelligence is of-

ten to provide, roughly speaking, a decision support for

assessing our room for manoeuvre in the current situ-

ation. So, besides giving timely situational awareness,

these working processes are also expected to give well

founded assessments on opportunities for own forces,

people and the infrastructure we need to protect as well

as threats and risks against them. This will be discussed

more in detail in Section 5.

2.1 Process flow and functional steps of the
Intelligence Cycle

The processing of information for the production of

intelligence is performed in a structured and systematic

series of operations which is called the Intelligence

Cycle. It includes four stages, Direction–Collection–

Processing–Dissemination, which are defined by the

NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions (AAP-6) [33]

as follows:

Direction: “Determination of intelligence requirements,

planning the collection effort, issuance of orders and

requests to collection agencies and maintenance of a

continuous check on the productivity of such agencies”

Collection: “The exploitation of sources by collection

agencies and the delivery of the information obtained to

the appropriate processing unit for use in the production

of intelligence”

Processing: “The production of intelligence through col-

lation, evaluation, analysis, integration and interpreta-

tion of information and/or other intelligence.”

Dissemination: “The timely conveyance of intelligence,

in an appropriate form and by any suitable means, to

those who need it.”

These four discrete stages are conducted culminating in

the distribution of the finished intelligence product. The

representation of the military intelligence function in

Figure 1 is strongly connected with the so called OODA

(Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) Loop as intelligence is

an integral part within the military command and control

cycle. Boyd introduced the notion “O-O-D-A” and he

stated “The process of observation-orientation-decision-

action represents what takes place during the command

and control process–which means that the O-O-D-A

loop can be thought of being the C&C loop.” [3]. The

intelligence effort is “Directed” by the Commander’s

Critical Information Requirements (CCIR) from which

his Priority Intelligence Requirements (PIR) are derived.

Eventually providing the military commander with a

most timely and comprehensive situational picture the

intelligence cycle supports both the Orientation and the

Decision phase.

The Processing phase is the most essential part with

respect to information fusion issues. It is defined as

“The production of intelligence through Collation, Eval-

uation, Analysis, Integration and Interpretation of infor-

mation and/or other intelligence.” [33]. It is a structural

series of actions where the information, which has been

collected in response to the directions of the commander

(CCIR, PIR), is converted into intelligence products. A

more detailed discussion on the principles of heuristic

intelligence processing can be found in [6]. It is here,

that the intelligence staff needs automation to be more

effective in its work. In cooperation with an interna-

tional group of military experts and based on realistic

asymmetric scenarios, the established heuristic proce-

dures of intelligence processing have been analysed to

understand the approach of the human experts and their

cognitive processes in order to adapt their reasoning

principles and methods for automated fusion concepts

and procedures.

Figure 2 [31] illustrates the relation of the different

processes supporting the Intelligence Cycle (shown in

Figure 1) now organised as functional flow and having

its focus on the Processing phase. Specifically, Colla-

tion is presented in more detail and the steps Analysis,

Integration and Interpretation are grouped and renamed

to “Link Analysis” which is, in some nations, how An-

alysts name their job. As mentioned before, the CCIR

and other information requirements of the commander

and his staff initiate the intelligence processing (see1 in
Figure 2). Incoming information first has to be digitised,

if necessary, logged and stored into a data management

system. This part is covered by 2 in Figure 2. The main
function of such document management relates to the
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Fig. 2. Intelligence processing from unstructured to structured information

ability of registering and storing structured and unstruc-

tured documents in a document database, and of discov-

ering knowledge. The function of knowledge discovery

refers to the different ways of searching and retrieving

information from large information sources with inter-

active capabilities of guiding the user through the pro-

cess. It exploits structures such as semantic networks,

ontology, and meta-data to establish links between do-

main models and information sources, and helps users

to find relevant information. These functions directly

support the Collation process described below (see also

Section 4).

During the Collation process (indicated by 3 in Fig-
ure 2) information is decomposed into individual items

which are grouped according to categories relevant to

the context of the mission and cross-referenced with

previously processed information items.

From an operational context, it is known that espe-

cially in asymmetric operations much of the incoming

information is to be found within text documents and

is often not in a format suitable for machine manipula-

tion. Therefore, any automated support of the collation

step essentially requires the extraction of relevant infor-

mation from incoming unstructured pieces of semantic

information as well as the structured representation of

these newly processed information items. One of the

main purposes and benefits of the tools described in

chapter 3 actually is to support this information struc-

turing (see section 3.1.3).

The Evaluation of the reliability of sources and the

credibility of collected information is done by intel-

ligence analysts as soon as the relevant information

has been extracted and can be annotated directly as a

tag to the piece of information or the document (4
in Figure 2). In the context of semantic information

from HUMINT and Open Source INTelligence (OS-

INT) sources, newspapers, journals, the web, blogs,

twitter etc., evaluation is most often a very experience-

based task with highly subjective results. For these rea-

sons Evaluation was not regarded to be done or sup-

ported automatically.

Analysis: “: : : information is subjected to review in

order to identify significant facts for subsequent inter-

pretation” [33]. It consists of a number of interacting

sub-processes resulting in the analyst answering ques-

tions like: “Who/What is it?,” “What does it mean?,”

“Why is it happening?” etc. in order to recognize indi-

cators and warnings.

Integration: “: : :analysed information or intelligence
is selected and combined into a pattern in the course

of the production of further intelligence” [33]. It is the

process of building pictures of the current and of the

predictive situations from all the gathered and analysed

information.

Symbol 5 indicates where Analysis and Integration
of information are conducted. In practise they are very

often performed as one combined step and they are not

conducted as separated parts of the overall process flow.

It is here that intelligence is produced and the fusion of
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information takes place. The notion “Fusion 1, 2” in

3 and “Fusion 2, 3, 4” in 5 used in Figure 2 refers

to the level of data fusion as it is defined by the data

fusion model of the US Joint Directors of Laboratories

(JDL) [28].

A further important requirement for an intelligence

processing system is to be able to support link discovery

and analysis. This approach (compare so-called “Story-

telling” [44]) depends on the capacity of the system

to automatically or semi-automatically allow the iden-

tification of a specific object of information and all

of its related categories such as the location, the time,

the cause, the originator, the subject, etc. Once those

links are enabled, identified and validated, analysts will

obtain a better and more focused image of the situa-

tion. Disparate pieces of information that had little or

no value when considered independently could have a

whole new meaning when combined and linked to form

a pattern. Link creation is carried out during the “Infor-

mation Structuring” process found in 3 and link dis-

covery and analysis during the “Structured Information

Analysis and Interpretation” process found in 5 with

the information stored into the Structured Information

Links Data Base shown in Figure 1. Link analysis is a

capability that can support both the collation and anal-

ysis processes. We will discuss link discovery and anal-

ysis further in Section 3 of this paper.

To summarise: by categorising, classifying, indexing

and cross-referencing all information appropriately the

intelligence organization avoids losing important infor-

mation and context. Disciplined and methodical colla-

tion enables further analysis to be efficiently performed

using link analysis among other techniques. Informa-

tion systems support this approach depending on their

capacity to automatically or semi-automatically allow

identification of specific information and all of its re-

lated categories such as the location, the time, the cause,

the originator, the subject, etc. Once those links are iden-

tified and validated, analysts are given better bases for

understanding the different key factors influencing the

overall situation. Disparate pieces of information that

have little or no value when considered independently

could have a whole new meaning when combined and

linked together thus allowing the emergence of potential

key patterns.

2.2 Challenges and main requirements for automated
information processing

All the different processes shown in Figure 2 are

relevant to the conduct of intelligence but the three

processing steps shown in Table 1 [7] were determined

as those ones which, on the one hand, are central to the

conduct of intelligence, and, on the other hand, were

supposed to be capable of being automated.

To be able to build a system for (semi-) automated

intelligence processing and decision support incorporat-

ing these functionalities, at least the following require-

ments and challenges have to be met:

TABLE 1

Required functionality for automated information processing in

intelligence

Step Required Functionalities

Collation Semantic text

extraction

Categorisation Information

structuring

Analysis Classification

Identification

Correlation Link analysis

Integration Pattern matching Aggregation Fusion

1. Semantic access to all input information

Within the Collation step operators have to deal with

a continuum of different types of information and all

available input information and data should be used

for the production of a reliable and most comprehen-

sive operational picture as a base for situation aware-

ness. Therefore it is necessary to be able to get full

semantic access to the content of all unstructured text

documents. The Battle Management Language (BML)

is an unambiguous language which, among others, is

used to provide for situational awareness and a shared,

common operational picture. It is a promising linguis-

tic approach to structure free text information for de-

cision support and automatic information fusion [37],

[36] (see also section 2.4 for BML use in knowl-

edge representation). For a wider use of BML in mil-

itary Command & Control and simulation see e.g.

[35] [10]. In Section 3 two software tools are pre-

sented which support the interactive extraction of text

from documents for categorising and structuring in-

formation relevant for respective information require-

ments (see esp. Subsection 3.1.3). These tools sup-

port the heuristic operating procedures of the human

operators.

2. Understanding human reasoning in intelligence

processing

Within Analysis and Integration significant information

has to be found within the information set which is pro-

vided as the result of the Collation step. This significant

information has to be put together to a situational pic-

ture according to the information requests given by the

respective commander. Human analysts develop an ap-

propriate view of the theatre which means they have a

mental model of all relevant aspects of own and hostile

operations as well as of the activities of the environment.

Link Analysis is a technique well known by intelligence

analysts and other security organizations that allows for

the detection and visualization of interrelated topics to

help resolving the “effects-to-cause” puzzles (see Figure

3) which arises when trying to put together all pieces of

fractional information to form a coherent and reliable

picture of the real situation. Ongoing research in this

area is discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

The analysts have to solve many different puzzles

at the same time. The underlying problem is the same

as in risk assessment and threat detection in civil secu-
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Fig. 3. Solving the many incomplete puzzles in intelligence [48]

rity. Police officers tasked to determine the structure of

criminal groups, the territories or business areas they

control, and the tactics, logistics and communication

they use will follow the same reasoning principles as in

military intelligence. Some basic aspects of cognition

in heuristic intelligence processing are given in Sec-

tion 2.3.

3. Knowledge representation and methods for

automatic reasoning

To process semantic information from text documents

the functionalities listed in Table 1 require an ontologi-

cal model of the domain of application. It has to be es-

tablished in a formal and structured way as a sufficiently

appropriate and consistent approximation of the real sit-

uation and activities. Furthermore, reasoning methods

operating on this model have to be developed that are

able to cope with incomplete and imperfect information.

One successful approach can be seen in using the prin-

ciples of default or pattern based reasoning deducing

from structured semantic information. Some arguments

about this topic are given in Subsection 2.4.

There are more challenges in building support sys-

tems for intelligence processing, e.g. how to cope with

assessing or estimating uncertainty in text information

or dealing with deceptive or wrong information. The

tools presented in this paper have not been designed

to support these highly experience based and subjective

information processing steps. Approaches to deal with

the before mentioned questions can be found e.g. in [38]

[24] [52].

2.3 Heuristic intelligence processing and default
reasoning

Intelligence cells will never get all the relevant in-

formation they request, but they will be bombarded by

partial, false, unreliable, irrelevant, and redundant pieces

of information which they will have to filter according

to the information and intelligence requirements given

to them by the commander. The human brain perma-

nently selects, relates and inserts relevant information

guided by its internal, mental abstract model of the

world to further develop the perception of the reality

which can be understood as a concrete instantiation of

the abstract world model. Human analysts use their ex-

perience gained from “similar” problems in order to

fuse all data and information into a reasonable picture of

the situation thus deciphering the meaning of all pieces

of input data. This describes roughly the main steps

and aspects of cognitive reasoning based on patterns,

schemata, learning and experience as it can be found

e.g. in [1]. The principles of “default reasoning” are not

depending on the specific problem area but are a general

human problem solving paradigm.

In heuristic intelligence processing the following

constraints have to be stated with respect to the available

data, information and knowledge:

² Usually only general and incomplete information is
available about the structure, the activities, the situa-

tion and the intent of adversaries and other involved

factions
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² Information gained by reconnaissance is imperfect
and incomplete

This means that because of lacking knowledge and

information, neither the mental model of the situation

(“world”), which analysts have, is perfect, nor are they

provided with a perfect actual view on this world by the

incoming information stream. In order to deduce a most

reliable picture of the situation, in spite of these weak

preconditions, analysts practise a method of heuristic

reasoning which relies on the assumptions that

² Actors operating in a professional way according to
their doctrines, rules, principles, modus operandi, and

standards

² Effective operations are planned and organised for the
benefit of the mission

² There are conditional dependencies among the phases
and steps of an operation

² The real situation picture can be deduced from char-

acteristic patterns of activity or of state (called tem-

plates or schemata)

² Templates can be recognised from significant infor-

mation

It is common military experience and expert knowl-

edge that the production of intelligence can be done by

integrating current information based on the assump-

tion of default behaviour. Behaviour modelling, such

as doctrinal templating [4], is a descriptive, qualitative

method of knowledge representation. The elements of

the situation are not only described by their attributes

but also by their relations and dynamic behaviour as

well as their operational potential and assumed tactical

intentions.

For supporting intelligence systems two different

kinds of models are relevant [6]:

a) Behaviour models describing the tactics of potential

adversary factions and all necessary pre-conditions

for their hostile activities;

b) Models describing “normality,” the common and

unsuspicious behaviour of defined subgroups of the

population or other elements and groups relevant to

the situation

In case a), analysis is the task of detecting special indi-

cators of activities or status which define by their com-

bination a potentially evolving threat. This approach is

used e.g. in low and high intensity conflicts of military

or paramilitary type. Threats, like an ambush or an Im-

provised Explosive Device (IED) attack, are complex

sequences and interrelations of different activities. Each

of them having their own structure (pattern) and being

combined they form the high-level pattern of the final

threat.

As a consequence, a pattern to be used in automatic

reasoning has to consider and incorporate all signifi-

cant and characteristic factors in order to build up a

template for analysis and integration. Little and Rogova

[26] discuss the formal ontological structure of threats

as holistic phenomenons possessing three interrelated

parts: intentions, capabilities and opportunities (further

elaborated on here in section 5, where we will discuss

the Indicator concept). They show how these facets of

a threat are related to one another, as well as to states

of vulnerability. These aspects have to be covered by

surveillance and reconnaissance to provide the intelli-

gence staff with corresponding information.

In the above mentioned case b) concerning “nor-

mality,” the task is to detect deviations from patterns of

“normal” behaviour. Snidaro, et al. [45] give an informal

definition of an anomalous event as “a deviation from

common patterns of activity.” This method is used e.g.

in combating terrorism to be able to define indicators

of suspicious activities [7]. It is an increasingly impor-

tant topic for decision support, since it can give hints

to the intelligence staff towards where more analysis or

information is needed.

Intelligence operators often have to deal with infor-

mation sources that can provide a sequence of unreli-

able observations or reports due to unfavourable sensing

conditions or limited/erroneous projection of real-world

observables. In the case of human sources, informa-

tion could even be deliberately incomplete, erroneous

or deceptive. Poor quality information and unreliable

sources can have disruptive effects on the fusion pro-

cess. For this reason an automatic Situation Assessment

(SA) system for intelligence purposes should take into

account both the reliability of the sources [41], and the

quality of their data [40] to regulate the fusion process

accordingly. While (automatically) weighting or prun-

ing information is far from being a trivial process, these

topics are being actively researched by the fusion com-

munity.

2.4 Knowledge representation for automatic
information processing

In a decision support system all actual and back-

ground information, including the models of behaviour

and normality, has to be processed automatically. The

representation of information and knowledge can be

based on an ontology of the domain. Ontology, as a

semantic description of all objects and classes (or cate-

gories) and their relations, incorporates taxonomies, at-

tributes of the objects and respective values and con-

straints, rules and schemata, representing the behaviour

defaults [23] [43]. Schemata can be well represented as

so called feature-value matrices (FVM). These are sets

of features (or attributes) and value pairs. For schemata,

on the top level, the features denote the thematic roles

of the represented object or class and the values are

feature-value matrices themselves that pool the infor-

mation about the object that fulfils the respective role.

From the mathematical view, a feature-value matrix is a

finite set of pairs. Each pair consists of a feature and a

value. A feature is always a symbol, a value, however,
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can be a symbol or a feature-value matrix itself. In ad-

dition, the following uniqueness condition holds: every

feature has a unique value. In other words, in a matrix

there cannot be two pairs which share the feature but

not the value. However, different features may have the

same value.

These matrices have many beneficial properties.

First, objects can be represented which are not specified

completely. This is important for fusing partial informa-

tion. Second, the matrices obey XML schemata which

allow further automatic processing. Third, the matrix

representation allows ‘unification,’ a standard compu-

tational linguistic algorithm for merging information

which we regard beneficial in information fusion [43].

FVM are used beneficially as a technical representation

form within the linguistic BML approach to knowledge

representation.

3 TOOLS SUPPORTING INFORMATION
PROCESSING

Coping with the more or less diffuse adversaries in

asymmetric warfare as well as unfolding the structure

of criminal networks has resulted in the introduction of

several dedicated tools for intelligence analysis in the

last decade. They give the ability for analysing social

and semantic networks, spatio-temporal pattern analy-

sis, all with different abilities of visualization [9]. One

example of the former is Palantir [21] and Detica Ne-

tReveal. Other tools focus even more on Visual Analysis

such as NetLens [18], IN-SPIRE [39] and Jigsaw [19].

However, such tools still have their limitations [44].

Two examples of existing support tools for actual

intelligence processing are presented in greater detail

here. The special features which relate to the before

mentioned process flow and required functionality are

highlighted. In Subsection 3.2 some results of a military

trial on intelligence processing using one of the tools

are given and the requirements of the military analysts

with respect to more elaborated automatic support for

analysis and integration are presented.

3.1 Interactive tools for Collation and Link Analysis

CoALA and PARANOID [48] are products of a

close and intensive collaboration effort between De-

fence Research and Development Canada (DRDC),

Quebec, Canada, and the Dutch research organization

TNO Defence, Safety and Security, Den Haag, The

Netherlands. They have been developed in parallel to

the activities of the NATO RTO research Task Groups

on Information Fusion active since 2000 and are re-

lated to the results of these groups. CoALA is based on

PARANOID and it was supposed to be in operation in

2009. For different reasons the fielding had been post-

poned to 2010. These tool suites provide the intelligence

personnel with a functionality that supports the colla-

tion of free-text documents. It does so by supporting

interactive extraction of relevant information from free

text source documents and storing that information to

a structured database to be further analysed and related

to other items of information, thus creating intelligence.

In brief the general characteristics of the tools are:

² Rapid collation of unstructured text information into
pertinent intelligence products

² Identification of hidden patterns and connections

within information to focus analysis on counterterror-

ism, organised crime, threat assessment and incidents

² Collaborative collection and analysis enabled
A more detailed description of the information process-

ing approach underlying both tools and the implemented

functionalities can be found in [30].

3.1.1 PARANOID
PARANOID (Program for Analysis Retrieval And

Navigation On Intelligence Data), developed by TNO.

In this tool techniques for searching, storing and analys-

ing information are being implemented and tested. This

tool suite supports the process of specifying the total

functionality for an operational processing system for

intelligence, such that it reflects the workflow of intelli-

gence staff. PARANOID processes information in sup-

port of Peace Support Operations (PSO), but is equally

applicable to other areas such as counter-terrorism op-

erations, the fight against fraud, and the acquisition of

business intelligence.

The functions of PARANOID reflect the workflow

in the intelligence process, starting with the definition

of information need through to the storage of the intelli-

gence products. Three main functional areas have been

defined:

Profiles: In this function the user is able to define cer-

tain factors, such as time and space definitions, certain

types of events, and particular individuals that have to

be taken into account while processing the incoming

information.

Documents: This function carries out a range of different

operations on all incoming information. One example

is the storage and transformation of structured and

unstructured data from documents into a structured

database, carried out by applying different information

extraction techniques.

Analysis: There is a need for different types of anal-

yses to be able to support the different sub-processes

of Processing: link analysis, pattern recognition, trend

analysis and threat/risk analysis. There is also a need to

be able to visualise the data and results. This should be

possible not only by using a geographical information

system, but also through a number of innovative ways

of navigating through a network of different types of

related data and information.

3.1.2 CoALA
The Collation and Link Analysis (CoALA) tool is an

evolutionary specialized collation tool suite for intelli-
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Fig. 4. Interactive information extraction and structuring

gence analysts based on PARANOID and developed by

DRDC. It provides expert applications to exploit un-

structured information and populate a structured intel-

ligence database that allows detailed analysis and pro-

duction of intelligence. CoALA version (1.0) provides a

suite of functions that support the collation and analysis

process. The key functions are as follows:

Document management: Basic document management

functions such as importing, registering, storing and

disposing of documents.

Information Management: CoALA includes a structured

knowledge database that provides a means to record

common pieces of information and intelligence in an

organized fashion that support the retrieval of that in-

formation and intelligence. With respect to the amount

of cases to be managed during a military mission there

is a function to get detailed information about the

record management. This management is closely tied to

the management of Priority Information Requirements

(PIR) and other Information Requirements (IR) related

to the management of intelligence collection.

Data Collation: Capabilities that allow pieces of infor-

mation to be related to each other, grouped in related

categories, and stored into the knowledge database.

In detail CoALA provides an information categorization

tool. This function is used to identify the various ob-

jects found in the text and associated them with a class

of objects predefined by the user. Based on the intel-

ligence analysts’ experience, the following classes had

been chosen: person; equipment, facility, organization,

event and geo-object (location, map reference, coordi-

nates).To establish a structured information set there is

a function to create, manage and visualize relationships

between objects in a central knowledge database.

Data Analysis: To conduct link, pattern, geospatial and

temporal analysis of information and intelligence. The

results are stored into the knowledge database. There is

a function to analyze and create working assumptions

supported by visualization of the content of the master

knowledge database. This visualization is done using

various tools, including:

² Charts of information objects and their interrelations
(Link Chart);

² Timeline charts for events and their interrelationships;
² Matrix of links and relationships existing between
various types of objects. The most common example

is the matrix of what is known in an organization;

² Basic geospatial visualization of geo-referenced ob-
jects (GIS);

Intelligence production management: Simple means to

capture and manage the IR/PIR list and to link the in-

telligence production back to it. The tool allows for any

intelligence products (assessments, analytical charts,

briefings and reports) to be stored in the knowledge

database with references to all of its supporting mate-

rial. Furthermore CoALA (v1.0) provided

² a limited printing tool.
² a function for exporting Link Charts to the commer-
cial i2 Analysts’ Notebook product.

² collaborative work in real time via a common database
(MS SQL 2005).

3.1.3 Information extraction and structuring
One of the core concepts for good analysis in both

tools is the collation concept: the extraction of rel-

evant information from unstructured information into

structured knowledge. The extraction of information is

predominantly done by interactively tagging relevant

parts of sentences from documents (“Statements”) and

linking them to the so called “Intelligence Objects” or

“IntObjects.”

Int Objects are elements of categories of domain

items as Persons, Organisations, Location, Equipment

and Facilities. Figure 4 shows an example of a statement

(in the rectangle) that is linked to other IntObjects.

The Statement contains different IntObjects that are

linked in a standard way (“related to”). Figure 4 gives

an example how the relationships between IntObjects,

like between the Person “A Sha’eeda Bomber” and the

location “Sector 14” is established by extracting and

tagging the single information items.

The newly established set of structured information

is to be integrated into the knowledge base (KB) which

represents the so far perceived situation. The KB is

searched for already existing IntObjects which are the

same or may be the same as one of the elements of the

newly structured information set. Figure 5 shows that

two IntObjects “A Sha’eeda Bomber” and “Carbomb”

are already known within the KB. They are offered

to the operator to verify and confirm that the already

known IntObjects in the knowledge network are iden-

tical to those ones which are part of the newly struc-

tured information set. If this is true the new IntObject

structure is merged into the KB unifying the identical

IntObjects which results in more comprehensive and/or
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Fig. 5. Integrating the new structure into the knowledge base

more precise and/better confirmed knowledge about the

respective IntObjects. The graphical representation of

the result is shown in Figure 5. The special benefit of

this information integration lies in the now established

connection between the two persons, shown by the red

line in Figure 6. These two actors now are related to

one another by this merged-in information structure.

3.2 Expert trial on intelligence processing

The investigation of the RTO Task Group had been

carried out with the support of an international group

of military advisors. They focused on the structure and

process flow of the conduct of intelligence, the human

cognitive methods and practical procedures on how to

process the collected information and available knowl-

edge. This analysis was based on several scenarios,

starting with a more conventional low intensive oper-

ation dealing with the Kosovo conflict and finally using

an Iraq-type asymmetric operation. The insight gained

into the main character of the conduct of intelligence did

not change over the varying conflicts and the necessary

steps which have to be done in the course of the pro-

duction of intelligence seemed to remain the same. This

is at least true for the more abstract point of view of a

paper work analysis. But there was no certified and de-

tailed information on how the processing of intelligence

is carried out under real conditions by analyst experts

of the intelligence branch. In particular there was only

little information about the detailed breakdown and or-

ganisation of the work, the sharing of information and

partitioning of responsibility.

Up to the mid of the last decade intelligence cells in

operation have been using mostly standard office tools

to manage information and data without any specific

functionality and support for exploiting its intelligence

Fig. 6. The merged information reveals new relations in the

knowledge network

value. It had been recognised that collators do not per-

form their tasks efficiently under these circumstances.

They tend to transfer the burden to intelligence analysts

who have to complete the collation process. In order

to carry out a knowledge elicitation a Subject Matter

Experts (SME) trial with domain experts coming from

Afghanistan was arranged by the Canadian Forces. Six

intelligence experts, using the CoALA tool suite, consti-

tuted an All Source Intelligence Cell. Their task was to

work on a set of CCIRs and PIRs based on the context of

a so far unknown asymmetric scenario. The intelligence

trial was performed:

² to analyse whether the military understanding of the
conventional processing steps in intelligence had been

carried over to asymmetric operations, to observe the

real workflow and processing steps of the experts,

² to observe the processing of unstructured text infor-
mation carried out by experts experienced in asym-

metric operations using the support of an interactive

collation tool,

² to analyse the way of human deduction and main
reasoning principles of the experts,

² to observe in how far and to which extent the support-
ing functionality provided by CoALA are accepted by

military experts,

² to validate the usability, capability and potential of the
interactive supporting tool CoALA, the acceptance

by the intelligence experts from the Canadian Forces

and to get recommendations for further enhancement

and development of collation, analysis and integration

functionalities.

The behaviour of the experts which was observed

first was caused by the fact that during the last years,

the All-Source Information Cells (ASICs) have been

overwhelmed by unstructured text information. Often

no IT support has been available or IT support was too

unqualified or unusable for the task of structuring this

input according to established and proven intelligence

requirements. It therefore was natural for the collators in
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our trial to take the task just to read the messages, iden-

tify important information mentioned within the mes-

sages, inform the analysts about the interesting obser-

vations and organize the messages in a way that they

could be accessed easily when required. The linking of

intelligence objects was only carried out by the analysts.

They were re-reading the messages directed to them by

the collators and, which from the point of view of the

individual analyst, were of interest to the very Prior-

ity Intelligence Requirement (PIR) or Information Re-

quirement (IR) he/she was working on. Therefore, at

the beginning of the trial, the collators were told by the

leading officer just to tag the statements and other intel-

ligence objects, but not to link the statement to objects.

This easily could and should have been done using the

Collation tool CoALA to keep the connection between

newly created intelligence objects and the constituting

and justifying statement or message. Later on, the ana-

lysts started complaining about the fact that they only

could retrieve “standalone” intelligence objects, as there

had been no links established to be analysed. The an-

alysts were almost doing the Collation process again.

Therefore, after some time, the collators were asked

to establish the links between processed statements and

other intelligence objects. Establishing this “new” work

schedule, the ASIC personnel only returned to the well

defined and commonly performed procedure and work

share as they used to be before the overwhelming flood

of information degraded the role of the collators to

just tagging the information. It was observed that PIRs

were the leading factor in directing the information pro-

cessing for intelligence. Processing of any information

which could not be related to the list of CCIRs and PIRs

was not observed. Nevertheless it would be of interest

how analysts cope with developments outside the scope

of interest.

Despite several difficulties the SMEs encountered

during the trial, they were able to reach their “opera-

tional” goals. They answered the CCIRs and they were

able to give detailed recommendations and assessments

on the CoALA functionality, although they might not

have fully experienced and tested the full potential of

the CoALA concept of information extraction and struc-

turing.

The semi-automated tool functions which support

the extraction and structuring of information are go-

ing far beyond the low level requirements of the NATO

AAP-6 [33] Collation step definition, which only claims

for “grouping of information.” The support given by

information structuring tools like those presented above

will enable users to establish and persistently keep re-

lations between pieces of information and to give the

rational for these associations. By this, a complex in-

formation structure is being developed in a cooperative

way to be used commonly by all users in the ASIC. This

persistent knowledge gives insight in the dynamically

developing situation and serves as bases to all further

intelligence processing, as it has to be done during the

analysis and integration step.

The assessment of the military intelligence experts

concerning the usability of the CoALA tool was as fol-

lows: Despite the fact that it was still under develop-

ment, the members of the intelligence branch consid-

ered it usable enough. The tool was perceived as being

easy to learn and intuitive because of the new paradigm

introduced to directly support the process of transform-

ing unstructured information to structured information.

It followed user interface architecture best practices but

did not yet implement all the Microsoft Windows GUI

practices. One function that collators really appreciated

was that the text document processing tool retains ob-

jects once initially categorized. This speeded up colla-

tion work. The tool also supported collaborative work

via a central server and knowledge database. This let the

user know immediately if a certain object was already

retained and recorded in the system, thus preventing

pointless duplication.

4 AUTOMATIC KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY

This section discusses other available technologies

and current research directions for automatic knowl-

edge extraction from data. The early stages of intelli-

gence processing are largely deductive detection pro-

cesses, performed by intelligence operators who look

for relevant information in the intelligence information

repository assisted by software applications that support

information search and retrieval. Indexing and cross-

referencing are processes that can be performed auto-

matically, even by off-the-shelf software, as the doc-

uments are filed in the database. These simple steps

already add value to the database as they provide

means for retrieval of digitised documents and nav-

igation capabilities within the information repository.

COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) software is therefore

already available to support the “Information Indexing”

phase of the “Data Management” processing block of

Figure 2. The specialized tools described in Section 3.1

offer dedicated functionalities to ease this early stage of

the intelligence operator’s work.

Knowledge extraction from unstructured data is of

course a topic of paramount importance not only for in-

telligence processing. For example, the topic is very rel-

evant to contemporary search engines that aim at index-

ing all sorts of documents and media. To be mentioned

is the Unstructured Information Management Architec-

ture (UIMA) standard for the development, discovery,

composition, and deployment of multi-modal analytics

for unstructured information search technologies [5].

These efforts are in line with the processing steps in-

volved in the “Collation” phase.

However, it would be extremely valuable for intelli-

gence purposes to have a document management system

which is able to perform batch knowledge discovery.

That is, to automatically mine the data with the purpose
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of aggregating, linking and relating information without

a specific directive from the operator. This early form

of knowledge discovery is called structure discovery and

could provide precious “new” information to the oper-

ator as it could hint on hidden or unknown patterns of

relations in the data. This abductive discovery process

aims at finding the best explanation of relationships that

describe the data. This batch processing would auto-

mate the “Information Structuring” phase of the Colla-

tion step.

Once structured information has been extracted from

data, data mining techniques can be used to discover

knowledge from data. An example for this kind of dis-

covery is detecting patterns, associations, and correla-

tions that occur frequently. Frequent patterns can in-

clude item sets, subsequences, and substructures. Subse-

quences can refer to sequential patterns (e.g. a temporal

sequence of events) while the presence of substructures

(e.g. graphs, trees, lattices) in the data can suggest in-

teresting relational patterns among entities. In particular,

graph mining techniques are mostly based either on the

Apriori or pattern-growth algorithms [17]. The above

mentioned data mining techniques work with structured

data which are typically organized in databases and dis-

cover relations typically on a statistical basis according

to the number of occurrences of certain patterns. Recent

research efforts are focused on methods and techniques

for handling inherently uncertain and compositionally

structured data. In the intelligence context, all sources

of information are likely to provide data affected by

some degree of uncertainty. It could be measurable un-

certainty as in the case of sensory data measuring some

physical quantity or much less measurable as in the case

of a human observer.

Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) is an emerging

research area that, building on probability and statistics,

aims to represent reason and learn in domains with com-

plex relational and rich probabilistic structure [15]. SRL

encompasses a number of formalisms that have been

proposed over the years, from early attempts within the

inductive logic programming community [25], to Ma-

chine Learning techniques such as Bayesian Networks,

Markov Networks and Conditional Random Fields, to

mixed (and more recent) approaches such as Markov

Logic Networks [15]. The latter is an example of the

emerging trend in SRL combining first order logic and

Markov Networks into a new formalism.

Pre-processing of intelligence information could be

an interesting application of SRL techniques given their

ability to model (possibly uncertain) dependencies be-

tween related instances. Distinguishing “significant” in-

formation from “noise” in the continuous flow of input

data to any reasoning system is a key step to be car-

ried out in order to seed the interpretation process. This

initial partition can be performed by matching a pri-

ori defined models. This implies that a certain num-

ber of possible “explanations” of observed data should

already be available to the system as (human) expert

provided knowledge. An unsupervised probabilistic ap-

proach, on the contrary, can succeed in identifying a

structural model (which can explain regularities in the

data) using just a very basic form of prior knowledge

if none at all. Recent studies in cognitive sciences show

how achieving significant degree of success in “com-

prehension” needs discerning the underlying regulari-

ties in the world. This process seems to require some

(inductive-abductive) constraints in order to cope with

sparsity and noise in data and information [20]. Ac-

cording to these cognitive theories, the best the human

mind can do in inferring from available data is to make

the “best possible guess” guided by prior probabilities

about which world structures are most likely.

A Bayesian approach seems to mimic human reason-

ing over structures, relations and links, and it is possible

to provide a detailed computational account of how a

number of basic structural forms can be inferred from

various types of data (feature sets, similarity matrices,

and relations). This can be applied to different areas of

interest, covering higher-level problems like inferring

causal structures, learning about hidden properties or

objects, and interpreting the meaning of words [20]. As

already mentioned, the process of deductive detection

of patterns or “significant” information implies already

having a model according to which data can be judged

as such, that is having some strong a priori assumption

over the situation under investigation. This is what is

needed by logic-based approaches or graph matching

algorithms used in data mining.

The algorithm proposed by Kemp and Tenenbaum’s

exploits Bayesian inference to identify a hierarchical

model that best accounts for the observed data and

generates candidate models from graph grammars. The

model with maximum posterior probability given the

data [20] is taken as the most likely explanation of

observed patterns. This framework allows alternative

forms to compete with one another to explain any given

set of data rather than requiring an a priori assumption

about the form appropriate for a specific dataset. For

example, the technique allows inferring structure from

relational data as in the case of frequency of commu-

nications between a group of persons leading to the

discovery of social cliques or hierarchical tree struc-

tures (eventually discovering lead roles within an or-

ganization). Discovered structures can dynamically be

adjusted as new information is collected and filed in the

database. A similar approach could be applied as a batch

pre-processing to intelligence data greatly augmenting

the value of the information contained in the repository

as it can direct the attention of the collation operator and

provide precious clues for later higher-level processing

by intelligence analysts.

The support of later stages of information processing

could benefit from the use of graphical models to ex-

press the probabilistic consequences of causal relation-

ships. The scientific research community is currently
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discussing whether these models could serve as the basis

for learning causal relationships from data. The prospect

would be to have a Bayesian learner working backwards

from observed patterns of correlation (or statistical de-

pendency) to make probabilistic inferences about the

underlying causal structures likely to have generated

those observed data. This process would be very simi-

lar to what is intended as creative abduction [34]. It is

possible to use the basic principles of Bayesian infer-

ence over data which is represented by samples from an

unknown causal graphical model and the hypotheses to

be evaluated are different candidate graphical models.

A brief survey of some cognitive approaches which we

believe might be considered to support the automation

of information fusion tasks for intelligence analysis is

given in [12] [13] where also links to historical philo-

sophical foundations are given.

5 THREAT AND RISK ASSESSMENT

There are lots of definitions of the concepts of threat

and risk on, for instance, the web. They have in common

that they both represent something that might happen in

the future that will influence us in a negative way. One

common definition, that for statistical decision theory,

is found on the Wikipedia: risk = (Probability of an

event occurring) X (Impact of the event if it occurs).

For several (infinitely) possible and observable events

it is, simply put, a sum (integral), over the impacts

(loss function) X the probabilities (probability density

function) for the observable events. Something that

influences us in a positive way could on the other hand

give an opportunity for own action. In practice, there are

normally a limited set of events that can reasonably be

expected and where the impact can be estimated. This

is the case we discuss below.

In the military case, there is often a more or less

well defined “adversary” which imposes a threat. Here,

the threat can be formalized as a combination of the

adversary’s capability to attack us, their intensions to

attack, and if they can find an opportunity to attack us

[26]. As earlier described in the paper, in a tool like

CoALA a network of IntObjects and their relations are

continuously built up to reflect the semantic content of a

set of intelligence reports in many different “qualitative”

dimensions besides the more “quantitative” time and

space. Now, how could this network and the patterns

emerging in it be used for forensic (history), situation

(now) and threat (future) assessment? We will do this

by introducing the concept of Indicators.

5.1 Definition and usage of an Indicator

An indicator in its most general form can be defined

as something that signals (indicates) the presence of

something else. Here its definition is limited to a direct

observation of a maybe seemingly less relevant event

or a state that can indicate something more serious

(primary)

Event has happened, is going on, or is about to happen

State has been realized, is becoming realized or will be

realized

Hence, the indicator is a secondary effect of the

past, present or future primary event or state, simply

called the primary below, which has not been observed

directly so far. The indicator concept can be used both

for detecting present or forecasting future primaries that

might be threats or opportunities, as well as used in

abductive reasoning [16] [49]. In the last case, indicators

are regarded as consequences or effects of primaries that

have already happened, as in forensic investigations.

Experienced persons can often assess, or hypothesize

about, what has been or is going on, or if the risk of

something happening is increased, by taking notion of

such indicators.

A single observation like “There are no people in the

square when it is normally crowded.” can be an indica-

tor as well as the fused result of several different obser-

vations leading to some conclusion or hypothesis like

“There seem to have been repeated correlated money

transfers from X to a known IED expert Y via Z’s ac-

count in bank W.” The primaries in these two cases can

be a forthcoming shooting on the square, being known

to the local population, and a forthcoming bomb attack,

respectively.

How can we, using indicators, formalize this build-

ing of hypotheses about primaries? Imagine that a de-

cision maker has a “monitor list” of primaries in the

form of events or state changes that, in our asymmetric

scenario, are regarded as more important than others to

prevent, or exploit. They might impose plausible and

extra serious threats, or positive opportunities. This list

is assumed to be compiled by SMEs that in some way

are familiar with the situation at large. The list, perhaps

sorted according to priority or probability, might contain

many primaries, more or less related to each other. Intel-

ligence reports on the presence, or explicit absence, of

indicators must now be exploited in order to somehow

assess the probabilities of the different primaries in this

list.

5.2 Coupling Indicators to Primaries

The couplings between indicators and a primary

can for example, but not necessarily, be achieved via

a Bayesian Network (BN) built by an experienced per-

son who knows which indicators tend to influence a

primary, and which indicators are more important than

others and should have higher weights. A combination

of indicators with different weights, and maybe also ob-

served absence of expected indicators (Negative Infor-

mation) feed into a BN, and if the output is higher than

some threshold, an alert corresponding to the primary

modelled by that BN as a root node is issued. A BN

could be built, and be extended or modified during a

mission when situation-specific knowledge grows, or

several BN fragments managed separately by domain
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experts could be put together to a BN tailored to match

the specific mission or case [49]. There are other ways

than BNs to couple the influence of indicators to pri-

maries, but to obtain trust in the system, it must be easy

to understand why a certain primary might suddenly

be alerted in the system by, for instance, “clicking” on

it in a Graphical User Interface. If inferences cannot

be followed easily it would render the tool useless; no

reasonable decision maker could take decisive decisions

based on threat alerts generated by a tool whose way of

functioning is regarded anything similar to a black box.

Then the inference path used must be displayed in an

easy-to-understand way. Furthermore, there will often

be an interest to study the history of a monitored fea-

ture (primary or indicator) and see how its probability

has changed in time during the inflow of intelligence

reports. It is often difficult to judge about an absolute

probability number, should it be, say, 0.4 or 0.6, so the

rate of change can be more interesting.

Indicator weights can besides a preset importance

level also be related to the frequency of similar obser-

vations as well as a preset value in the leaves of the BNs

on how much a certain category of observations affects

an indicator. As well, an observed indicator of a future

primary must have a decay time constant associated with

it depending on what it is assumed to indicate, or if the

indicator itself is more of a state than an event. An indi-

cator (explosives found) typical of a discrete upcoming

event (bombing) of course decays more quickly than

one (bad harvests) typical for a more permanent state

(famine) and must soon enough decrease its influence

on BN’s representing discrete events. What decay times

to set for different types of indicators of course varies,

and has to be judged by SMEs.

5.3 How to display the risk–Impactorium

So, it would be of great benefit to have a mecha-

nism that continuously shows if the estimated risk has

increased that some primary is realized. At FOI, a tool

called Impactorium [46] [14] [2] [11] has been devel-

oped.1 Impactorium has a display idea based on the so

called Impact Matrix (IM). In the enterprise world, the

IM has been used for risk visualisation for a long time.

An IM is a 2D plot area with a “coordinate system” for

the primaries where the (horizontal) X dimension repre-

sents the severity (impact or consequence) if it happens,

and the (vertical) Y dimension the a priori probability

for it to happen. We do not elaborate on the X dimension

more in this paper, and the impacts have to be judged

by SMEs and are normally not a subject for change

in time. The primaries in the assumed monitor list men-

tioned above, on the other hand, are assessed concerning

their probabilities using incoming intelligence reports as

1This tool was not described in Section 3.1 above since it was not a

part of the SME trial with PARANOID/CoALA and is not really a

dedicated collation and link analysis tool.

sources to BNs. They should now be moved along the Y

axis of the IM according to their updated probabilities.

In Impactorium we have tested a slightly different vi-

sualization technique; monitored features are positioned

along the Y dimension according to their a priori proba-

bilities. When the monitored features change probability

by the influence of the indicators in the BN due to in-

coming intelligence, their symbols in the IM are initially

not shifted in position along the Y axis. Rather they au-

tomatically change colour continuously between green

(improbable) and red (strong alert). When corroborating

information might later be received, they can be shifted

accordingly in the IM. If not received, their colour fades

back to their earlier states with the earlier mentioned

decay time constant. Primaries, indicators and interme-

diate nodes in the BN can of course also be displayed in

a “monitor list,” sorted according to present probability.

The tool allows for Impactorium clients to access

intelligence reports in a common database, as well as

to design or use pre-designed BNs to connect indica-

tors to primaries. Instead of BNs, simple mathematical

operators like mean, min or max can be applied in the

network nodes. Different analysts can focus on subsets

of primaries by keeping them and their associated in-

dicators in personal analysis object baskets, much like

the IntObject basket in CoALA. As Impactorium is a

semi-automatic tool, the operator is now able to browse

the inference chains in the BNs to see details on why the

alert emerged. In situations of time pressure the visual-

ization could be done on the fly where the BN issuing

the alert is visualized automatically and the most impor-

tant nodes for the alert in it is highlighted.

User studies have been performed with Impactorium

as well [32] [47] and the tool has since then been

further developed concerning web service API and user

interfaces. Impactorium is still something of a research

test bench, and not yet an as well developed product as

CoALA or PARANOID), but a plan for how it could

be implemented in the Swedish Armed Forces has been

produced.

5.4 Relating Impactorium to CoALA

As mentioned, BNs are one way to link observa-

tions or intelligence reports via indicators to potential

primaries, which is the way it is done today in Impacto-

rium. Another way would be to continuously monitor

the structure of a semantic network while it is built up

as in CoALA. Instead of letting one or several, maybe

fused, intelligence reports trig one or several indica-

tors (as is the case today in Impactorium), one could

try to identify patterns in the CoALA network that

are known beforehand to indicate threatening situations.

This could be done for instance by graph matching tech-

niques [42] [27]. Impactorium currently has a some-

what more causal event-chain analysis approach, but

extending it with pattern-recognition techniques would

be very interesting; this is elaborated a bit in the next
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section. A maybe semi-automatic Mixed-Initiative rea-

soning, pattern-recognition functionality for identifying

such network structures should then be the equivalent

to the BNs causing certain types of observations to

trig indicators in Impactorium today. How could this

be achieved? Experienced people have models to which

they compare a new situation they are confronted with,

and to link cause and effect. Earlier experienced cases,

maybe in different mixings, serve as models used to

assess the type and characteristics of the new situation.

This can to a large extent be compared to case-based

reasoning. An implementation of this mental model-

building and matching process into some algorithm, fol-

lowing the ideas in Section 4 of this paper, would make

it possible to obtain a coupling between the outputs of

a fusion level 2 tool like CoALA to the input of a level

3 risk analysis tool like Impactorium.

5.5 Other applications of Impactorium

Impactorium have so far been developed as an im-

pact assessment tool for two cases: assessing potential

ongoing, but still not directly observed, primaries, and

potential future ones. An example of the latter is [47].

An example on the former is the work going on in the

EU FP7 projects “Support” and “Contain” for assess-

ing and controlling threats in sea port areas and against

containers in the container logistics chain, respectively.

These works are still unpublished, but use a method

very similar to the idea described here: Port surveillance

sensor- or container status sensor reports are tagged se-

mantically; in this case using RDF [51] triples, describ-

ing the observed events on a semantic level appropriate

for the observations done by the specific sensors. An

ontology, for example described as an RDF schema,

defines the event types that could be “instantiated” by

the sensors. Triples expressed in XML from different

sensors in the port stream into a RDF stream complex

event processor [50] [22] which, from these triples and

further entailments done using implicit knowledge in

the ontology, builds semantic networks that describe the

situations to which the sensors have contributed with

observations. Predefined queries on these networks, de-

fined using SPARQL (an RDF network query language)

acts as the patterns to be searched for in the growing

network. This idea is very similar to a monitoring func-

tion for networks in CoALA described in the previous

subsection. When a pattern matches, perhaps within a

spatial and temporal window, an alert is issued, and ana-

lysts using Impactorium can via web services subscribe

on such events depending on what type of alert is rel-

evant for their respective role (representing customs, a

freight company, port security etc.).

We would also like to include “forensic” reasoning:

the primary might already have happened in the past,

and we want to reason abductively from the indicators

which have followed as consequences of the hypothesis

of a primary similar to [49]. This is to say that Im-

pactorium should allow the operator to enter anywhere

in the temporal chain of intelligence reports and associ-

ated alerts of indicators and follow the inferences done

by the tool.

As mentioned, primaries can be events or states.

States can change discretely or more continuously. Most

military actions are executed as activities together aim-

ing at some higher goals, or effects. This is a central

concept in the Effect-Based Approach to Operations

(EBAO) paradigm, but has of course always been im-

portant in military thinking. An effect is in principle

a change of state as a result of non-planned events

or planned actions or activities. The way Impactorium

works can help personnel that are responsible for mon-

itoring these changes of states to do this monitoring,

and when reporting on it, be more clear and concise

about what causal chains are assumed to be the reason

for the change. In this case the assessed outcome of

executed actions is fed into the indicators of a BN or

similar network that defines the influence of the success

or failure of actions on the primary, here being the effect

one wants to obtain. This is a mode of usage more op-

erative than tactical and it suits threat assessments that

are done by intelligence staffs rather than by the staff

responsible for direct execution of military activities.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Tools like CoALA or PARANOID are accepted and

appreciated by the military community. They give sup-

port for the processing and exploitation of unstructured

semantic information as well as for some additional

functionality analysing the established structured infor-

mation set. However, up to now these interactive tools

mainly just assist the human operators in their seman-

tic exploitation of the information and their reasoning

about the meaning and the consequences of the de-

termined situation. To support situation awareness and

threat and impact assessment more research on the dis-

covery and update of behaviour pattern and system

structures as well as on the principles of pattern and

behaviour based reasoning, especially for imperfect data

and information has to be performed. How to then alert

and focus users on emerging threats and risks found

accordingly, like in the Impactorium tool, is another im-

portant issue.
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